
Here is what happened at B-SAFE last week…. 
• 42 elementary schoolers came to 419 Shawmut for half days of learning and fun, 

including building their engineering skills by making hovercraft (whaaat??) and 
experiencing hands-on that kindness is a chain reaction. 

• 42 middle schoolers came to 31 Lenox for half days of learning and leadership, 
including writing poetry to break through stereotypes and starting to take photos to 
tell stories of justice. 

• All elementary and middle schoolers engaged in virtual learning in addition to in-
person activities each day. 

• 160 teens (including 30 JCIT/9th graders) had paid jobs. They had their second 
week of 20-25 hours of work with B-SAFE – all virtual – with online programming 
of art, career panels, social bonding in homerooms, fun competition in trivia nights, 
and interviewing and hearing from Mo Cowan, former US Senator and Chief of 
Staff to Gov. Deval Patrick. 

• More than 50 young adults had paid full time jobs supporting young people with 
their learning, their social growth, and their safety. More than 90 % of our B-SAFE 
staff are alumni of the program or returning to B-SAFE in an advance leadership 
role. 

• Nearly 500 tasty lunches were delivered and distributed each day, to be eaten at 
home with masks off, some homemade and some from local restaurants. 

• Covid-19 protocols were followed! Hands were washed thousands of times, surfaces 
were sanitized at least as much. Masks were worn, health questionnaires were 
completed, and physical distance was kept. 

• More than 300 bags of groceries were distributed and close to $15,000 in direct 
financial support was distributed to families who are still feeling the impact of the 
economic crisis. 

• Nearly 60 parents gathered for a virtual B-SAFE orientation, an organizing meeting 
to develop their own views on school reopening, and had laughs and stayed fit 
during online Zumba. 
 
 
 


